
Challenge

Solution Overview

SOAR + EDR
Automate the prevention, detection, and response to 
known and unknown threats on your endpoints

There isn’t enough time in the day to manage complex security 
operations environments that are suffering from console bloat and alert 
fatigue. Many of today’s technologies require advanced engineering skills 
to set up and maintain which only further exacerbates the challenge for 
security analysts that require speed and simplicity.

The right combination of EDR and SOAR is a dynamic duo for inundated 
security teams. Siemplify and SentinelOne have joined forces to create 
a powerfully simple solution for your team to reduce analyst workload 
by automating your ability to prevent, detect, and respond to endpoint 
threats. 

Siemplify integrates your SentinelOne telemetry with metadata from 
your other tools to efficiently manage cases and automate SentinelOne 
remediation actions. Siemplify’s intelligent case management groups 
alerts from your stack of tools to integrate the who, what, when, and where 
of a suspicious endpoint activity without having to pivot between screens. 

Joint Solution Benefits

Execute playbooks that automate data collection using 
SentinelOne Deep Visibility telemetry to limit the amount of 
time spent manually cross-referencing information.

Slash investigation time and effort

Automate Response

Unify Case Management

Leverage the SentinelOne API for remediation actions 
such as isolating hosts or killing processes, without 
having to pivot between systems.

Ingest SentinelOne alerts directly or via SIEM into the 
Siemplify Security Operations Platform. Siemplify’s 
patented threat-centric technology automatically 
groups related alerts into threat-centric cases.
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• Agent Actions: Initiate Full Scan, Abort Scan, Get Agent Status, 
Decommission Agent, Disconnect Agent From Network, Fetch 
Agent Logs, Move Agent to Group, Enrich Endpoint, Reboot 
Endpoint, Shutdown Endpoint

• Threat Actions: Mark As Threat, Mark Threat As Benign, Mitigate 
Threat, Resolve Threat

• Create Record Actions: Create Hash Blacklist Record, Create Path 
Exclusion Record

• Data Actions: Get Activity, Get Application List For Endpoint, 
Get Events For Endpoint Hours Back, Get Hash Reputation, Get 
Process List For Endpoint, Get System Status, Get System Version

Supported Actions “SentinelOne gives me best of breed 
detection and Siemplify allows my analysts 
to manage a high volume of alerts across 
multiple customers. It’s a powerful combo.”

 -- Brett Powers, 

VP of Managed Detection and 

Response at Kivu Consulting
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Joint Use Case
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Automated Malware Remediation

• Enrich the alert using SentinelOne telemetry

• Enrich the alert using threat intelligence data (such as VirusTotal)

• Automatically close the alert as a false positive if all enrichment data 
comes back negative

• Present the information to an analyst and await a decision from the 
analyst if a remediation sequence of actions needs to be executed

• Execute a series of SentinelOne mitigation activities such as host 
quarantine

• Create a ServiceNow ticket for IT to reimage the infected machine 

A remote employee is sent a phishing email from a domain that resembles 
your company’s trusted financial services provider and downloads a 
malicious executable. SentinelOne’s platform detects the threat using 
methods such as Deep Vision, Agent Policy or a Full Disk Scan and generates 
an alert for an analyst to investigate.
 
The Siemplify platform automatically ingests the alert and parses the 
relevant information (IP address, file hash, user data) into contextual entities. 
Furthermore, this alert may be combined with contextually related alerts 
from other tools to form one threat-centric case.

A Siemplify playbook is configured to run and execute the following 
activities:
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Download the 
Free Community Edition

siemplify.co/communityTry it for free at:
siemplify.co/partners/sentinelone

About Siemplify

The Siemplify Security Operations Platform is an intuitive, holistic 
workbench that makes security operations smarter, more efficient and 
more effective. Siemplify combines security orchestration, automation and 
response (SOAR) with context-driven case management, investigation, and 
machine learning to make analysts more productive, security engineers 
more effective, and managers more informed about SOC performance.

About SentinelOne

SentinelOne is the only cybersecurity solution encompassing AI-powered 
prevention, detection, response and hunting across endpoints, containers, 
cloud workloads, and IoT devices in a single autonomous platform. 
With SentinelOne, organizations gain full transparency into everything 
happening across the network at machine speed – to defeat every attack, at 
every stage of the threat lifecycle.

• Fileless Malware: Memory-only malware, no-disk-
based indicators

• Document Exploits: Exploits rooted in Office 
documents, Adobe files, macros, spear phishing emails

• Browser Exploits: Drive-by downloads, Flash, Java, 
Javascript, VBS, IFrame/HTML5, plug-ins

• Live/Insider Scripts: Powershell, WMI, PowerSploit, 
VBS

• Live/Insider Credentials: Mimikatz, credentials 
scraping, tokens

Other Potential Use Cases:

Experience the Siemplify Platform with ready-to-
deploy use cases that leverage SentinelOne. 
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